9501

Designed by Laura Bryant©2017

9501 Copper Tails
One size: 22” long center back X 82”
Materials:
1 Prism Merino Mia Gradient Pack (Colors 1-8)
Needles size 4 or size to get gauge
Stitch markers
Gauge: in stockinette st, 24 sts & 48 rows = 4”
Designed to dip gracefully in the back, this subtly shaped shawl will fit
comfortably on your shoulders. Extra shaping at the center back and
tapered ends add drama and heighten the chevron shape.
Rich twisted cord fringe accentuates the color gradations
of Gradient Copper Merino Mia.

9502
9502 Dahlia’s Dance
Sizes: S (M, L, XL) Finished bust approx 36 (38, 40, 44)”
Note: fronts are larger than back.
Materials: Prism Merino Mia
1 Gradient Pack Merino Mia Bayleaf MC 1-8
2 Merino Mia Plumberry CC1
1 Merino Mia Raspberry CC2
1 Merino Mia Zinnia CC3
1 Merino Mia 1011 Peach CC4
Needles size 3 or size to get gauge
Gauge: in stockinette st, 26 sts & 38 rows = 4”
Our classically styled jacket features a refined fit, with a kimono-style front
that has enough body to sit properly even without a closure. Of course you
could add a fabulous button and loop, or use a gorgeous shawl pin as we
did here. Merino Mia in Gradient Bayleaf becomes the basis for an array of
colors that march from dark at the bottom to light at the top.
Strong contrasting hues that also move from dark to light complete the
dance. Exceptional fit points include gently tapered side seams,
generous overlaps in front, and tidy set-in sleeves.
Watch row counts carefully so all of the stripes match up at the seams!

9503

designed by Brigitte Reydams for Prism Arts, Inc. ©2017
Size: S (M, L, XL) Finished bust approx. 41 (44, 48, 51)”
Materials:
1 (1, 2, 2) Merino Mia Gradient Packs (A1-A8)
4 (4, 5, 5) Merino Mia Contrast Color (B)
Size 4 & 5 needles or size to obtain gauge
30” circular #4 needle
Stitch markers
Gauge: With larger needle in Honeycomb patt,
24 sts & 42 rows = 4”
It’s the Bee’s knees when Brigitte combines the graduated colors of
Merino Mia Gradients in Forest with the multi-colors of Ginger.
Shifting contrasts engage the eye as it travels from bottom to top;
dark to light; with graphically changing dimensions along the way.
Easy, straight shaping is framed by garter stitch bands
in waves of color contributed by Ginger.

9504

9504 Ankut
One Size: approx. 70” x 16 ½” at center back
Materials:
Prism Merino Mia 1 Gradient pack colors 1-8.
32” length US #5/3.75 mm circular needle
Stitch markers
Gauge: In garter stitch, 24 sts & 48 rows = 4”

Gradually add chevron repeats and the fabric gracefully curves; we encourage that shaping with
tapered ends and a reduced upper edge.
The result is a confection of whipped blue-green that flows
upwards and curls around in seductive ends.
With multiple options for wearing, you’ll want more than one!
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